
March 1938 SURVEY OF CURRENT BUSINESS

Introductory Review

ECONOMIC conditions in the United States showed
1 further general improvement in 1937 despite the

sharp contraction in industrial production, in employ-
ment and pay rolls, and in other measures of activity,
in the last few months of the year. Economic activity
during the first 8 months of the year reached a level
only slightly under that in 1929, culminating a period of
recovery that began in 1933. While comparisons of the
year as a whole with earlier years are essential, a com-
plete picture of activity in 1937 necessitates an analysis
in terms of the two phases into which developments
during the period may be divided.

The abrupt break in production and some lines of
trade after August that reversed the strong upward
movement of the past 4 years was the outstanding event
of the year. An appraisal of the immediate causes of
the decline must begin with an analysis of the malad-
justments which developed in the fall of 1936 and must
also give due consideration to certain policies that were
pursued in the 10 months preceding the break. While
no extended review of these factors can be given here,
several elements in the situation must be given heavy
weight in any complete analysis.

The prices of farm products began to rise in May 1936.
This was largely the result of the drought in the late
spring and summer of 1936 and the strong demand
conditions resulting from expanding volume of indus-
trial production with the consequent improvement in
employment and pay rolls. The upward movement of
general prices was accelerated and broadened after
September by the rapid increase in costs that brought
in its wake higher prices of finished and semifinished
manufactures. The rise in labor costs, as indicated by
average hourly and weekly earnings, was particularly
significant. After advancing at a moderate but steady
pace in the 2 preceding years, average hourly earnings
in all manufacturing industries rose approximately 15
percent between September and the late spring of 1937.
Increases of similar magnitude in hourly earnings have
occurred in the past, but the forces responsible for the
advances have not been so disturbing to business man-
agement as those present in this period. Wage ad-
vances that arise from active bidding by employers for
labor service results in little adverse effect on business
sentiment as compared with the situation that arises
from aggressive action by labor.

The belief on the part of many businessmen that
prices and costs would go still higher led to active buy-
ing in such volume as to outstrip production. This
forward buying movement was stimulated by the fear
that deliveries could not be made because of strikes and
labor troubles. By April, however, commitments hav-

ing been made to cover anticipated needs over a period
of time, buying was reduced and the prices of actively
traded raw commodities of a speculative nature began
to decline. Heavy backlogs of orders made it possible
to maintain activity in many lines throughout the sum-
mer, but the eventual depletion of these backlogs and
the failure of new buying to appear necessitated a gen-
eral curtailment in production. There was some
accumulation of stocks during the summer, and as busi-
ness declined, inventories that had seemed normal when
activity was improving appeared excessive in terms of
reduced consumption.
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Figure 1.—Index of Income Payments, Adjusted for Seasonal Variation,
1929-37 (U. S. Department of Commerce).

The stimulating effect of the heavy net Federal ex-
penditures in 1934, 1935, and 1936 was not present in
any appreciable degree in 1937. The reduced purchas-
ing power resulting from this change was mitigated only
in part by private spending for capital improvements
and expansion. Despite the sharp contraction in capi-
tal flotations for the purchase of plant and equipment
after the first quarter of 1937, private capital expendi-
tures were probably about the same as or even slightly
larger than in the preceding year, since capital improve-
ments in considerable volume were financed from cor-
porate reserves.
National Income.

The charts in figure 2, showing the fluctuations of six
leading indicators of economic change during the past 9
years, reflect the marked rise that occurred in 1937 and
the relative positions of these series each year during the
depression. National income produced totaled more
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than $69,000,000,000 in 1937, according to preliminary
estimates. At this level the national income produced
was 8 percent larger than that in 1936 and 74 percent
above that in 1932, but remained 15 percent below the
figure for 1929.

Monthly income payments increased almost without
interruption throughout the first 8 months of the year,
and for the period averaged approximately 12 percent
above those in the corresponding months of 1936. As
may be seen in figure 1, the peak of income payments
was reached in August 1937, when the seasonally ad-
justed index of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce was 88.9 percent of the 1929 average. In
the ensuing months, income payments were sharply
restricted, as general economic activity experienced one
of the most severe contractions in the annals of business.
Employment and Pay Rolls.

Factory employment in 1937 averaged 8 percent
higher than in 1936, but remained below that in 1929.
The total number of persons employed in nonagricul-
tural pursuits continued to rise during the first 8 months
of 1937, reaching a peak of 35,100,000 in September.
The number declined slightly in October, then dropped
1,400,000 in the next 2 months. Unemployment in
1937 reached the lowest level of the recovery move-
ment, but nevertheless remained large according to pre-
depression standards and continued to be a serious
national problem. According to the census of unem-
ployment conducted in November, the total number
unemployed lay between 7,820,000 and 10,870,000.

The compensation of all employees in 1937 was 9 per-
cent above that in 1936 but remained 12 percent below
the 1929 average. The high point of the recovery
movement was reached around midyear, but thereafter
payments to employees dropped sharply.
Production.

The physical volume of industrial production in 1937
was 5 percent above that in 1936, despite a decline in
activity of about 30 percent between August and De-
cember. By the close of the year, operations had been
reduced to a level almost one-third below December
1936 and had canceled the progress that had been made
since the middle of 1935. For the first 8 months of the
year, however, output averaged 16 percent above that
in the corresponding months of 1936 and was only
slightly lower than the average rate in 1929. If the
6-percent increase in population is taken into account,
however, the volume of production during this relatively
high period was still considerably below per capita out-
put in 1929.

Production of durable goods continued heavy during
the first 8 months of the year, extending the recovery
that had been in progress since late in 1934. Steel-ingot
production during March, April, and May of 1937 ap-
proximated tonnage output during the high months in
1929. Automobile assemblies during this period totaled
3,779,000 units, as compared with 3,322,000 in the com-

parable 8 months in 1936, while plate-glass production
in the snapback from the strikes in midwinter estab-
lished new production records. From the August level
through the last 4 months of the year, the seasonally ad-
justed index of steel-ingot production of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System experienced
a reduction of 66 percent, that of automobile production
dropped 50 percent, and that of plate glass 50 percent.

For the first time since 1929, the relation between
the production of durable and nondurable goods approx-
imated that which obtained during the 1920's, but the
equality that was established in August was due as
much to the decline in nondurable goods production as
to the rise in production of durable goods.

Beginning in the first quarter of the year, output
of nondurable manufactures declined rather steadily
through August, then dropped off sharply in the closing
months of the year. The reductions in output were
especially severe at woolen mills, shoe factories, and
cotton mills.

Output of minerals remained relatively constant
throughout the year. Bituminous-coal production es-
tablished a peak in March, when there was a rush to
secure coal owing to the fear that the then pending wage
agreements should not be amicably settled. In the en-
suing months, production dropped back to a level about
80 percent of that in the predepression period. Crude-
petroleum output established a new high in August and
declined only slightly more than seasonally in the final
months of the year.

Construction.
Construction activity in 1937 was moderately higher

than in 1936. Although the total volume of construc-
tion operations has risen steadily since 1934, building
in the past year was only about two-thirds of the annual
volume during the very active period in this industry
from 1923 to 1930.

Despite the reduction in the final months of the year,
construction contracts awarded for privately owned
projects continued during 1937 the advance of the 2
preceding years. Awards for publicly owned building
projects, on the other hand, were lower in 1937 than in
1936. Residential building contracts declined from a
peak in the spring and averaged only slightly higher
than in 1936. Factory building made substantial prog-
ress throughout the summer, but the recession in general
business activity in the closing months of the year
threw an atmosphere of uncertainty around the outlook,
causing the postponement of programs for plant ex-
pansion.

Construction work and equipment purchases by
railroads were in substantial volume during the early
months of the year, but the decline in the volume of
traffic and the unfavorable outlook for earnings caused
the roads to cut further commitments to a minimum.
Construction activity in the electric utilities during
the year ŵ as much above that in 1936, but was con-
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siderably below the level of the 1920's, although the
annual rate of increase in the production of electricity
was about the same as that in 1936-37.

The construction industry has remained depressed,
w ĥile substantial progress toward recovery has been
made in other lines of activity. The slowness of
recovery in this industry has been due in large measure
to the rapid increase in wages and to the advance in
the cost of materials. These high cost factors that
have hindered building, especially residential construc-
tion, result from the failure of most lines of building to
share in the technological developments which have
made high wages and low production costs possible in
the manufacturing field.

Distribution.
Primary distribution, as indicated by freight-car

loadings (see fig. 2), was slightly larger in volume than
in 1936, but the gain for the period was much less than
that in 1936 over 1935. During the first 8 months of
1937, car loadings were 12 percent above those in the
comparable period in 1936, but the sharp decline in
freight movement in the final months reduced the gain
for the year to 4 percent. In December, traffic was
19 percent below that in December 1936.

Retail trade was maintained at a fairly constant
pace throughout the year, after allowance for variations
due to seasonal factors. The wide margin of gain over
the corresponding months in 1936 recorded during the
early part of the year was narrowed as the year pro-
gressed, and in December was replaced by a net loss
as sales fell below those of 1936. Total retail trade
for the year was approximately $40,000,000,000, an
increase of slightly more than 5 percent over that in
1936.

Wholesalers7 sales showed the same general tendencies
in 1937 as were shown by sales at retail. Total whole-
sale trade activity aggregated $58,000,000,000, an
increase of about 11 percent over that in 1936.

The continued revival of industrial activity in
leading foreign countries, together with the demands
arising from armament programs, resulted in an in-
crease of 36 percent in the value of United States ex-
ports in 1937 over 1936. This gain was outstanding
in the case of finished and semifinished manufactures,
particularly automobiles, industrial machinery, and
iron and steel products. The domestic drought and
heavy industrial demand for raw materials stimulated
import trade during the first half of 1937, but the good
domestic harvest and the recession in business were
largely responsible for a sharp reversal of the trend in
the last half of the year. Total imports in the first
half of 1937 were 24 percent larger in quantity than
in the corresponding period in 1936 and were 5 percent
above those for the like period in 1929. In the second
half of the year, however, imports were 1 percent below
those in the comparable period of 1936 and were 5
percent under the 1929 level,

Corporate Earnings.

Total earnings of industrial, railroad, and utility
corporations averaged approximately 8 percent above
those in 1936, but the aggregate figures conceal diver-
gent movements between groups and between the
various quarters of the year. Earnings of the 120
industrial corporations shown in figure 3 were 12
percent higher in 1937 than in 1936. In the first
quarter of the year earnings of these same corporations
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Figure 3.—Indexes of Quarterly Earnings (or Deficits) of 120 Industrial,
26 Railway, and 15 Utility Corporations, Adjusted for Seasonal Variation,
1929-37 (Standard Statistics Co., Inc.).

were 46 percent above those in the corresponding
period of 1936; the percentage gain for the second
quarter was 18 percent; for the third quarter it was
25 percent, but in the final quarter earnings were 26
percent below those in the comparable period of 1936,
at which time business was on the upgrade and prices
were rising. Inventory losses were substantial in
many corporations.
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Railroad earnings in 1937 were off sharply from the
preceding year after having failed to show more than a
slight recovery from the lows of the depression. Further
advances in wages and material costs, coupled with
the depressed level of traffic, all contributed to the
poor showing and the depressed state of this line of
activity.

Earnings of the utility companies included in figure 3
averaged 6 percent higher in 1937 than in 1936. The
sharp decline in electric power sales, gas sales, and tele-
phone and telegraph tolls brought earnings for this group
in the fourth quarter 10 percent below those in the final
quarter of 1936. For the first 9 months of the year earn-
ings were 14 percent above those in the same period in
1936.

At the Close of the Year.

An appraisal of the economic situation at the close of
1937 presents a very different picture from that in
December 1936. Then, 4 years of recovery had lifted the
level of industrial production and consumer purchases
to the highest point since 1929, whereas by December
1937, 4 months of extremely rapid curtailment of activ-
ity had wiped out most of the gains since 1935. The
general feeling of optimism that tended toward specula-
tive fervor in the earlier period had been replaced by
the doubt and uncertainty that usually accompany
such a break. Conditions existent at the turn of
the year, however, had both favorable and unfavor-
able aspects.

On the unfavorable side the volume of unemployment
was mounting, pay rolls were being reduced, the volume
of industrial production was still declining (although at
a less rapid rate), construction awards were falling off,
and orders for machine tools and industrial and trans-
portation equipment were practically at a standstill.
The foreign situation had grown steadily less favorable
during the year, with the threats of major conflicts
adding to other misgivings.

Against this imposing array of adverse elements,
several forces were at work in the situation that afforded
a basis for a more favorable interpretation. The very
abruptness of the decline in operations in many lines of
activity, especially steel, textiles, and boots and shoes,
had reduced output considerably below the level of con-
sumption of the products of these industries. Thus, in-
ventories which had been relatively large during the late
fall were being rapidy reduced, and some revival of
activity was probable. Sensitive raw-commodity prices
showed strength during December, following the precip-
itous decline of the preceding 3 months. This lent
support to the belief that the basic readjustment in
prices was substantially completed.

Government expenditures in excess of receipts acted
as a strong stimulus to business during 1934, 1935, and
1936. This Government contribution to purchasing
power was greatly lessened in 1937 as receipts mounted
to a point more nearly in line with expenditures. The
growing volume of unemployment and the increased
expenditures for relief at the close of the year, howrever?

indicated some increase in purchasing power arising
from Government expenditures. The cumulative, de-
pressive effects on business of unemployment and low-
ered pay rolls, with the consequent lowered purchas-
ing power, will thus undoubtedly be cushioned.

Certain unfavorable aspects of the decline in business
between 1929 and 1933 were not present at the close of
1937. The banking structure of the Nation was in a
strong position and the possibility of a wave of bank
failures with its consequent deflationary effects ap-
peared remote. Ample credit was available to meet all
needs. The volume of private debt, which had been
reduced in the depression, remained small relative to
1929. There had been no boom or extensive speculative
excesses that required liquidation; thus, many of the
adjustments necessary in 1930 will not be necessary in
1938.
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Introductory Review
MIDYEAR of 1938 marked a reversal of the down-

ward movement of business activity initiated in
1937, and the latter half of the year was a period of
improvement in trade and industry. The decline was
arrested or proceeded at a slower rate after the close of
1937 in some major segments of the economy, notably
in manufacturing output, but the general trend as indi-
cated by national income payments wras downward
through May.

While contraction in business volumes extended well
into the second quarter, the sensitive indicators of
trends signaled a period of rising activity before the
middle of the year. Security prices firmed and then
advanced; and prices of raw materials which are sensi-
tive to changing business trends turned upward in
June. The revival in residential building which had
become evident in March was extended and a broad
program of enlarged Government expenditures was
set in motion. Industry commitments, which had been
retarded by the heavy inventories carried over from
1937, again turned upward, with the change becoming
apparent first in some of the consumers' goods industries.
The foregoing and other developments led to a re-
newal of confidence in the immediate forward outlook,
which was translated into an enlarged flow of business
to manufacturers and was reflected in a less hesitant
attitude on the part of consumers than was apparent
during late 1937 and early 1938.

With the renewed flow of orders, operations in cer-
tain industries improved in May, and by June or July
revival was experienced over a wide range of industries.
Industrial production expanded contraseasonally from
June to July and moved sharply upward in the next 4
months. Consumer purchasing power and distribu-
tion of commodities also moved forward after July.
Construction activity contributed importantly to the
expansion of business, and the effects of the changed
business outlook and rising incomes were evident in a
revival in sales of automobiles and other consumers7

durable goods.
Despite the acceleration in the latter half of the year,

the average level of business activity in 1938 was lower
than in 1937. The changes in the various segments
differed widely; and in some important areas there was
an extension of the forward movement which, in general,
was arrested in 1937. The volume of industrial pro-
duction was much less than in the preceding year,
with the output of nondurable and durable manufac-
tured goods down 9 percent and 40 percent, respectively.
Total retail sales for the year, according to preliminary
estimates, were reduced about one-eighth from the
total of nearly 40 billion dollars in 1937. There were
substantial gains in employment in the latter half of the

year, but the average number of persons at work in
nonagricultural pursuits, including those self-employed,
was roughly 32.2 million during 1938, as compared
with the 1937 average of 34.6 million. (See fig. 22.)
This decline resulted in an increase in the volume of
unemployment, which was heavy throughout the year.

The changes in the major economic series in 1938,
compared with 1937 and several earlier years, are shown
in section A of the appendix.

Industrial Production Expanded in Latter Half of Year.

Changes in manufacturing operations during the
1937-38 recession and the recovery movement in the
latter half of 1938 were marked. The seasonally
corrected volume of manufacturing production declined
one-third from August 1937 to January 1938. Aggre-
gate output throughout the first half of 1938 remained
around the low January rate, although operations in
certain of the nondurable industries had begun to
improve as early as May. In the recovery movement
of the latter half of 1938, manufacturing production,
according to the adjusted index of the Board of Gover-
nors of the Federal Reserve System, advanced from 74
(1923-25 = 100) in June to 103 for December, a gain of
40 percent. Production of durable goods increased
more than 80 percent between June and the final month
of 1938, according to seasonally adjusted data. Not-
withstanding the large percentage gain in aggregate
output of durable goods, the production rate attained
by the end of 1938 was one-fifth below the average for
the most active months of 1937. After midyear,
larger gains occurred in durable consumers' goods
(especially automobiles) than in the output of producers'
goods.

For commodities in the nondurable classification, the
readjustments in output during the 1937-38 cyclical
movement were less marked than in the above-men-
tioned category—a usual experience. Aggregate pro-
duction of nondurable goods had declined one-fifth
from the average rate in the peak months of 1937 to
the 1938 low point. The subsequent recovery raised
the seasonally corrected rate of output at the end of
1938 almost to the average for the first 8 months of
1937.

Production of minerals in 1938 followed the same
general pattern of change that was evident in manu-
facturing. The relative stability in demands for do-
mestic heating fuels and gasoline, however, tended to
reduce the magnitude of the fluctuations in aggregate
output. Output of the mineral products included in
the Federal Reserve index was 15 percent smaller in
1938 than in the preceding year.
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Figure 1.—-Movement of Selected Business Indicators, 1929-38.
NOTE.—These indexes, which are adjusted for seasonal variations, have been recomputed on a 1929-31 base from the indexes published by the following sources: Monthly

ncome payments and compensation of employees, U. S. Department of Commerce; cash income from farm marketings (not including governmental payments), U. S.
Department of Agriculture; and construction contracts awarded, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
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Distribution Maintained at Rate Above Production.

Retail sales of general merchandise in the early
months of the 1937-38 recession declined only moder-
ately, but by the second quarter of 1938 a substantial
curtailment was evident. In June, total dollar sales of
general merchandise were about one-fifth smaller than
a year earlier. Substantial improvement in sales of
this type occurred in the latter half of 1938; and by
December, dollar sales were slightly larger than a year
earlier, though lower than in the peak months of 1937
on a seasonally corrected basis. The seasonally cor-
rected dollar volume of department-store trade averaged
14 percent higher in the last 2 months of the year than
at the low point in May. Total dollar sales of general
merchandise in 1938 were about 7 percent lower than
in the preceding year, but part of this decline was
occasioned by lower prices.

Sales of consumers' durable goods declined more
promptly and to a greater degree than did general mer-
chandise trade in the 1937-38 recession. During 1936
and much of 1937 the steady upward trend of con-
sumers' incomes had resulted in rising purchases of
durable consumers' goods. With the onset of the busi-
ness recession in 1937, consumers hesitated to undertake
commitments for goods whose long life made postpone-
ment of purchase relatively easy, and there was a
marked reduction in the volume of installment selling.
An abrupt drop occurred in the seasonally corrected
sales of new passenger cars, for instance, in the final 2
months of 1937, when the 1938 models were introduced
at higher prices. In May and June of 1938, the dollar
sales of new passenger cars were no more than half as
large as a year earlier. Sales of new passenger cars
remained relatively depressed until the fall of 1938,
when, with the change-over to new models and some
price reduction, there were substantial advances; in
November and December, sales were larger than in the
comparable months of 1937. (See fig. 18.) While
sales declines in similar products were not so marked as
in automobiles, they followed the same general pattern.

Wholesale trade in 1938 revealed the same tendencies
as were evident in retail distribution; the most severe
curtailment occurred in durable-goods lines. Dollar
sales of "full service and limited function" wholesalers
were about one-eighth smaller in 1938 than in 1937.
Definite improvement in wholesale trade occurred in
the latter months of the year, and by December the
Bureau's sample indicated that the dollar volume was
larger than a year earlier.

Railway freight traffic increased in the latter half of
1938, after carloadings in the first 6 months had dropped
below those in the comparable months of 1932; in this
period they were but moderately higher than in the
same period of 1933. For the year as a whole, freight
traffic was off nearly one-fifth from the 1937 total. By
the final months of 1938 the seasonally corrected volume
of loadings was about one-fifth higher than in the sec-

ond quarter of the year; however, the maximum num-
ber of cars loaded in any one week was 727,000, or more
than 100,000 cars below the autumn peaks in 1936 and
1937. Consequently, requirements for additional roll-
ing stock in the fall were not urgent, even though there
exists a large potential demand for railway equipment.
The difficult financial position of the railroads during
the year resulted in a curtailment of new orders for
rolling stock; and there was but moderate improvement
in the latter part of the year, when the position was
alleviated to some extent by the traffic gains.

Capital Outlays Reduced.

Construction of industrial plants and capital-equip-
ment purchases generally showed substantial reduc-
tions in 1938 as compared with the preceding year.
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prices of 15 important commodities, Moody's Investors Service.

Indicative of the trend were the declines in orders for
industrial machinery, foundry equipment, and elec-
trical equipment. Capital outlays in the aggregate
were much less than in 1937, in which year they were
well below the rate attained in the late 1920's. The
amount of new capital raised by corporations through
publicly announced issues was smaller in 1938 than in
the preceding year. (See fig. 33.) Even in 1936 and
1937 the amount of new capital so raised had been
relatively small (no more than one-fifth of the average
for the years 1926-30), although some of the expansion
in capital outlays which actually took place was financed
by other means. Construction initiated on new fac-
tories and industrial plants fell off as industrial opera-
tions slackened after the summer of 1937. The F. W.
Dodge data for construction contracts awarded in 37
Eastern States reveal a dollar volume of awards for
industrial building much lower than in 1936 or 1937,
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and but slightly higher than the dollar figures for 1935.
There was no widespread expansion of programs of
replacement or additions to production facilities in
evidence by the end of 1938. The steel industry had
substantially completed its extensive building program
for continuous sheet and strip mills by the summer of
1938. In general, the expansion of industrial produc-
tion in the second half of 1938 did not proceed far
enough to tax existing production facilities.

In contrast with the reduced volume of contracts
for industrial construction in 1938 was the enlarged
volume of awards for private residential building and
for publicly financed projects of all types. Contracts
for private residential building turned upward after
February, reflecting in part the amendments to the
Federal Housing Act that liberalized the requirements
for insured mortgage loans, especially for lower cost
dwellings. After midyear, residential awards were
above those in the comparable period of 1937, and in
the fourth quarter of the year were larger than in any
3-month period since the spring of 1930. For all of
1938, private residential awards were 6 percent above
the 1937 volume. Residential building was the only
major type of privately financed construction to record
a gain from dollar awards in 1937 and the aggregate of
private projects, other than residential, reported by the
Dodge organization, was one-third less than in 1937.

Publicly financed contracts in the fourth quarter of
1938 were the largest on record. The extensive program
of public works provided for by Congress in the 1938
session was the dominant factor in the unprecedented
volume of publicly financed projects, which in the 37
Eastern States surveyed by the F. W. Dodge Corpora-
tion totaled 1.7 billion dollars for the year 1938, an
increase of 48 percent from the preceding year. The
volume of publicly financed housing projects con-
tracted for in 1938, while larger than in 1937, constituted
only 5 percent of total publicly financed construction
awards, according to these data. Construction activity
in 1939, more so than in 1938, will reflect the heavy vol-
ume of public projects awarded during the later months
of 1938, as weather conditions and the type of the
projects affect the rate at which actual operations may
be accelerated.

Income Payments Down 7 Percent in 1938.

The trend of monthly income payments was down-
ward in the first 5 months of the year; but with the
midyear upturn in business, there was definite improve-
ment. (See fig. 1.) By December, the seasonally
adjusted index was 5 percent higher than in June and
only 4 percent lower than the 1937 average. On the
basis of available data, it is estimated that total income
payments in 1938 exceeded 64 billion dollars, a reduc-
tion of 7 percent from the recovery high of 69 billion
for 1937. Since corporate earnings were much lower

than in 1937 and business units drew heavily on accumu-
lated resources, it is estimated that the national income
(income produced) was substantially below income
payments in 1938.1 In 1937, on the contrary, business
enterprises in the aggregate effected about a half billion
dollars of net savings.

The seasonally adjusted index of income payments fell
from 83.5 (1929 = 100) in January 1938 to 80.4 for May.
In June and July the figure was slightly higher, and the
sustained upward movement subsequently raised the
adjusted index to 84.5 for December. At the end of
1938 this index was almost up to the December 1937
figure, though remaining 6 percent below the August
peak for that year. When consideration is given to the
lower cost of living at the close of 1938, it appears that
consumer purchasing power derived from the current
flow of income payments was larger, in terms of com-
modities and services, at the end of the year than in
December 1937, and was not far below that in the peak
months of 1937.

Income receipts of wage earners and salaried employ-
ees, seasonally corrected, increased 9 percent from June
to December, reflecting the employment gains as well as
higher earnings of those at work. Over this period the
seasonally adjusted volume of factory employment
advanced 11 percent, and there were gains also in the
number at work in other nonagricultural pursuits.
Total compensation of employees for the year, however,
was 42.1 billion dollars, a reduction of 3.3 billion, or 7
percent, from the 1937 figure. While payments to
employees in 1938 were 42 percent higher than in 1933,
they were 18 percent less than the record figure of 51.5
billion dollars for 1929. The cost of living of urban
wage earners averaged approximately one-seventh lower
in 1938 than in 1929, indicating a moderately lower
aggregate real income in 1939 than in this earlier year.
However the labor force has increased considerably
during the period.

Labor income in the commodity-producing industries
(manufacturing, mining, and construction) advanced 18
percent on a seasonally corrected basis from June to
December. The adjusted index of employees' com-
pensation in this group of industries had dropped 28
percent during the preceding 10 months. Despite the
sustained improvement after June, the December index
was about one-sixth below the 1937 peak. For the
year as a whole, the income of employees in these
industries was 18 percent lower than in 1937. The

1 Readers of the SURVEY are familiar with the monthly estimates of income pay-
ments to individuals inaugurated last year by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce. Income payments are essentially income paid out (national income
exclusive of business savings), with certain adjustments designed to afford a better
measure of current changes in consumer purchasing power. Direct-relief and public-
assistance disbursements are included in the monthly series; contributions to the
Social Security Reserve funds are deducted from income paid out, and benefit pay-
ments from the reserve funds are added. For a description of the series the reader
is referred to an article entitled "Revised Estimates of Monthly Income Payments,
1929-38," in the October 1938 Survey of Current Business. For a more extended
discussion of the various measures of income, see "Income in the United States, 1929-
37," a recent publication of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
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fluctuations in employees' compensation, by major
industrial groups, are shown in figure 3.

Other major groups of industries are normally less
sensitive to business fluctuations, and changes in pay-
ments to employees are smaller. Aggregate salaries and
wages in transportation and public utilities increased 9
percent from May to December. For the entire year,
labor income in this group was 8 percent below 1937.
Pay rolls in transportation were materially reduced,
but total compensation of employees of utilities showed
little change from 1937.

Pay rolls in the trade and finance group were but 3
percent smaller than in 1937. Aggregate labor income
in those sectors of the economy which are grouped as
"government, service, and other" was but fractionally
lower than in the preceding year. The aggregate of
employees' compensation in this group has been rela-
tively stable during the past 2 years.
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Figure 3.—Indexes of Employees Compensation, by Major Industrial
Groups, Adjusted for Seasonal Variations, 1929-38 (U. S. Department of
Commerce).

Relief expenditures of all types and the benefit pay-
ments under the Social Security Act aggregated 3.8
billion dollars in 1938, an increase of nearly 1 billion
over 1937. For the year as a whole, payments of this
type constituted nearly 6 percent of the total income
receipts of individuals, as compared with 4 percent
for 1937 and 5 percent in 1936, the previous high year.
Work-relief payments had declined sharply in the
second and third quarters of 1937, when W. P. A.
rolls were reduced, and were little changed in the fourth
quarter of that year from the rate in the third quarter.
During 1938, however, there was an increase in work-
relief payments from 138 million dollars in January to
a high of 209 million for November; in December work-
relief payments were moderately lower. Direct-relief
payments for the year as a whole were slightly larger
than in 1937.

The inauguration of insurance benefits to unemployed
workers during 1938 represented a new source of income.
Unemployment benefits rose from less than 1 million

dollars in January to a maximum of 47 million dollars
in August, and thereafter declined to 26 million dollars
in December as a result of improved employment
conditions and the exhaustion of wage credits of indi-
vidual workers. For the entire year, a total of nearly
400 million dollars was paid out in unemployment bene-
fits . However, the operations of the Unemployment Com-
pensation Act resulted in no net increment to consumer
purchasing power in 1938, since payments into the
reserve fund were at a substantially higher rate;
unemployment reserves rose by nearly 450 million
dollars during the year. Tax collections under the
old-age insurance provisions of the Social Security Act
approximated 475 million dollars during 1938, and
funds paid out were less than 11 million dollars.

Income payments to property owners in 1938, as
compared with 1937, reflected a substantial contraction
in the volume of dividend payments and a virtually
unchanged flow of interest income. The 25-percent
drop in dividend disbursements in 1938 exceeded that
for any other type of income payment. Dividend
payments dropped after January 1938, reflecting
promptly the curtailment in corporate earnings.
According to the Standard Statistics seasonally adjusted
index for 158 large companies, corporate earnings in
the first 9 months of 1938 were lower than in any com-
parable period of recent years except 1932-33. Cor-
porate earnings improved substantially in the fourth
quarter, but the gains did not result in any appreciable
expansion of dividend disbursements.

Entrepreneurial withdrawals during 1938 were about
6 percent lower than in 1937, reflecting to some extent
the relative stability of rental rates over the past 2
years. On the other hand, the reduction in cash farm
income was a factor tending to lower entrepreneurial
withdrawals in 1938. Withdrawals from small business
enterprises were also materially affected by the reduced
sales and earnings as compared with 1937.

Cash farm income, under the influence of lower
prices, declined in 1938, though holding up relatively
well during a period of industrial recession. Produc-
tion of important crops was somewhat smaller on the
average than the high 1937 yields; and with prices
much lower, there was a reduction of 18 percent in
receipts from crops. Marketings of livestock and
livestock products in the aggregate were slightly larger
than in 1937; cash income from this source was reduced
less than 9 percent. Government payments to farmers
totaled 482 million dollars, as compared with 367
million in 1937. Total cash farm income from market-
ings and Government payments was estimated by the
Department of Agriculture at 7,632 million dollars, a
reduction of 11 percent from the 8,575 million dollars
reported for 1937.

International Developments.

The succession of European crises culminating in the
German demands on Czechoslovakia, with the accom-Digitized for FRASER 
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panying threats of a general European war, had some
influence on the domestic situation, particularly in the
field of finance. Security markets were depressed for
a time by the trend of European events in September.
With the announcement on September 28 of the four-
power conference at Munich, security prices recovered.
After August, there was a heavy movement of capital
funds from European centers into the United States,
which augmented the gold flow induced by the large
merchandise export balance for the year. The trend
of capital and gold movements and foreign exchange
fluctuations are discussed in the finance chapter of this
issue.

Foreign trade of the United States resulted in the
accumulation of an excess of merchandise exports over
commodity imports exceeding 1.1 billion dollars during
1938, the largest merchandise balance since 1921.
The volume of export trade in 1938 was as large as in
1937, though the value was 8 percent lower. Foreign
sales in 1938 afforded substantial aid to two major
sectors of the economy upon which stress was placed
by domestic changes—agriculture and the industries
manufacturing durable goods. The proportion of total
production of movable goods which was exported was
higher in 1938 than in 1937.

Import trade, reflecting the reduced raw-material
requirements of domestic industry, the abundant
harvests in this country, lower prices, and other factors,
declined 36 percent from the 1937 total value. The
changing trends of exports and imports in the latter
half of the year tended to reduce, to some extent, the
disparity between exports and imports; exports on a
seasonally corrected basis tended downward from May
through November, though turning upward in Decem-
ber; and imports improved moderately after July, as
domestic requirements increased.

Position at End of 1938.

Six months of recovery had by the end of the year
resulted in a substantial improvement in general eco-
nomic conditions from the situation prevailing in the
first half of 1938. Most of the major indicators of busi-
ness activity were at 1938 highs in the final month of
the year, though the economy as a whole had not re-
gained the levels of activity reached in the first 8 months
of 1937. The December adjusted index of industrial
production compiled by the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System was 104 (1923-25 = 100), as
compared with the 1938 average of 86. The index of
income payments for December was 84.5 (1929 = 100),
and the 1938 average was 81.7. Retail sales of general
merchandise, seasonally corrected, were running close
to unit volumes in the peak months of 1937.

The inventory situation at the end of the year had
undergone a very considerable improvement as com-
pared with the end of 1937. Stocks in some lines were
low relative to the volume of sales, though the situation

was not uniform; and stocks of raw materials were, in
general, large.

While prices of certain raw materials at the end of the
year were above the June lows, there had been no wide-
spread strengthening in the commodity-price structure.
However, the price movements in the latter half of the
year brought some improvement in price relationships,
which had been radically altered by the 1937-38 decline.
Finished manufactured goods continued to drift lower
throughout the year, while price movements of raw
materials and farm products tended to level off after
midyear.

The construction industry was a bright spot in the
outlook at the year-end, though no widespread improve-
ment in private construction other than residential had
appeared. Nevertheless, the heavy volume of public
construction placed under contract in the latter half of
1938 and the prospective volume of residential building
provides a background for a substantial spring rise in
building operations.

In addition to the aid afforded by the program of
public works and large-scale housing, the activities of
the Federal Government in other fields were furnishing
important stimuli to business at the end of 1938.
National-defense programs were assuming increasing
importance, and the rebuilding of the merchant marine
was affording support to the durable-goods industries.
The net excess of Federal expenditures ŵ as large, and
Government funds were an important source of business
orders.

Banking resources were unusually high at the end of
1938, and interest rates remained low, but there was
no evidence of expansion in business loans outstanding.
Commercial loans in December were at the year's low
point, and flotations of new capital issues were in rela-
tively small volume. Corporate earnings, however,
improved substantially in the last quarter of the year,
bringing a favorable factor of considerable importance
into the foreground. The declining tendency of the
pound sterling in the foreign exchange markets had
been checked, although the rate was down from the
quotation at the opening of the year.

International uncertainties and acute European ten-
sions at the end of 1938 still constituted a highly un-
certain factor in the general outlook. While recovery
had slowed at the end of the year following several
months of rapid rise, domestic factors gave no indi-
cation of near-term deterioration in economic con-
ditions. The brevity of the 1938 recovery movement
and the fact that programs initiated had not yet
been fully reflected in business volumes gave promise
of its continuation, even though the rapidity of
the expansion in some directions indicated the proba-
bility of irregularity in the forward movement. The
uncertainty and doubt prevailing at the end of
1937 had been replaced by a general tone of cautious
optimism with regard to the immediate domestic
business outlook.Digitized for FRASER 
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